Artificial-intelligence hardware: New opportunities for semiconductor companies

Artificial intelligence is opening the best opportunities for semiconductor companies in decades. How can they capture this value?
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Software has been the star of high tech over the past few decades, and it’s easy to understand why. With PCs and mobile phones, the game-changing innovations that defined this era, the architecture and software layers of the technology stack enabled several important advances. In this environment, semiconductor companies were in a difficult position. Although their innovations in chip design and fabrication enabled next-generation devices, they received only a small share of the value coming from the technology stack—about 20 to 30 percent with PCs and 10 to 20 percent with mobile.

But the story for semiconductor companies could be different with the growth of artificial intelligence (AI)—typically defined as the ability of a machine to perform cognitive functions associated with human minds, such as perceiving, reasoning, and learning. Many AI applications have already gained a wide following, including virtual assistants that manage our homes and facial-recognition programs that track criminals. These diverse solutions, as well as other emerging AI applications, share one common feature: a reliance on hardware as a core enabler of innovation, especially for logic and memory functions.

What will this development mean for semiconductor sales and revenues? And which chips will be most important to future innovations? To answer these questions, we reviewed current AI solutions and the technology that enables them. We also examined opportunities for semiconductor companies across the entire technology stack. Our analysis revealed three important findings about value creation:

- **AI could allow semiconductor companies to capture 40 to 50 percent of total value from the technology stack, representing the best opportunity they’ve had in decades.**

- **Storage will experience the highest growth, but semiconductor companies will capture most value in compute, memory, and networking.**

- **To avoid mistakes that limited value capture in the past, semiconductor companies must undertake a new value-creation strategy that focuses on enabling customized, end-to-end solutions for specific industries, or “microverticals.”**

By keeping these beliefs in mind, semiconductor leaders can create a new road map for winning in AI. This article begins by reviewing the opportunities that they will find across the technology stack, focusing on the impact of AI on hardware demand at data centers and the edge (computing that occurs with devices, such as self-driving cars). It then examines specific opportunities within compute, memory, storage, and networking. The article also discusses new strategies that can help semiconductor companies gain an advantage in the AI market, as well as issues they should consider as they plan their next steps.

**The AI technology stack will open many opportunities for semiconductor companies**

AI has made significant advances since its emergence in the 1950s, but some of the most important developments have occurred recently as developers created sophisticated machine-learning (ML) algorithms that can process large data sets, “learn” from experience, and improve over time. The greatest leaps came in the 2010s because of advances in deep learning (DL), a type of ML that can process a wider range of data, requires less data preprocessing by human operators, and often produces more accurate results.

To understand why AI is opening opportunities for semiconductor companies, consider the technology stack (Exhibit 1). It consists of nine discrete layers that enable the two activities that enable AI applications: training and inference (see sidebar “Training and inference”). When developers are trying to improve training and inference, they often encounter roadblocks related to the hardware
Artificial intelligence (AI) will drive a large portion of semiconductor revenues for data centers and the edge. With hardware serving as a differentiator in AI, semiconductor companies will find greater demand for their existing chips, but they could also profit by developing novel technologies, such as workload-specific AI accelerators (Exhibit 2). We created a model to estimate how these AI opportunities would affect revenues and to determine whether AI-related chips would constitute a significant portion of future demand (see sidebar “How we estimated value” for more information on our methodology).

### Exhibit 1

The technology stack for artificial intelligence (AI) contains nine layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Solution and use case</td>
<td>Integrated solutions that include training data, models, hardware, and other components (eg, voice-recognition systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Data types</td>
<td>Data presented to AI systems for analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Techniques for optimizing weights given to model inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Structured approach to extract features from data (eg, convolutional or recurrent neural networks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>A set of rules that gradually modifies the weights given to certain model inputs within the neural network during training to optimize inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Software packages to define architectures and invoke algorithms on the hardware through the interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Interface systems</td>
<td>Systems within framework that determine and facilitate communication pathways between software and underlying hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Head node</td>
<td>Hardware unit that orchestrates and coordinates computations among accelerators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>Silicon chip designed to perform highly parallel operations required by AI; also enables simultaneous computations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Memory**
- Electronic data repository for short-term storage during processing
- Memory typically consists of DRAM<sup>1</sup>

**Storage**
- Electronic repository for long-term storage of large data sets
- Storage typically consists of NAND<sup>2</sup>

**Logic**
- Processor optimized to calculate neural network operations, ie, convolution and matrix multiplication
- Logic devices are typically CPU, GPU, FPGA, and/or ASIC<sup>3</sup>

**Networking**
- Switches, routers, and other equipment used to link servers in the cloud and to connect edge devices

---

1 Dynamic random access memory.
2 Not AND.
3 CPU= central processing unit, GPU= graphics-processing unit, FPGA = field programmable gate array, ASIC= application-specific integrated circuit.

Source: Expert interviews; literature search

---

Layer, which includes storage, memory, logic, and networking. By providing next-generation accelerator architectures, semiconductor companies could increase computational efficiency or facilitate the transfer of large data sets through memory and storage. For instance, specialized memory for AI has 4.5 times more bandwidth than traditional memory, making it much better suited to handling the vast stores of big data that AI applications require. This performance improvement is so great that many customers would be more willing to pay the higher price that specialized memory requires (about $25 per gigabyte, compared with $8 for standard memory).
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Quantified the growth expected in each category except networking, where AI-related opportunities for value capture will be relatively small for semiconductor companies.

**Compute**

Compute performance relies on central processing units (CPUs) and accelerators—graphics-processing units (GPUs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Since each use case has different compute requirements, the optimal AI hardware architecture will vary. For instance, route-planning applications have different needs for processing speed, hardware interfaces, and other performance features than applications for autonomous driving or financial risk stratification (Exhibit 4).

Overall, demand for compute hardware will increase by about 10 to 15 percent through 2025 (Exhibit 5). After analyzing more than 150 DL use cases, looking at both inference and training requirements, we were able to identify the architectures most likely to gain ground in data centers and the edge (Exhibit 6).

---

**Exhibit 2**

Companies will find many opportunities in the artificial intelligence (AI) market, with leaders already emerging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities in existing market</th>
<th>Potential new opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compute</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accelerators for parallel processing, such as GPUs and FPGAs</td>
<td>• Workload-specific AI accelerators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High-bandwidth memory</td>
<td>• Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) (as memory device)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• On-chip memory (SRAM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potential growth in demand for existing storage systems as more data is retained</td>
<td>• AI-optimized storage systems • Emerging NVM (as storage device)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Networking</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infrastructure for data centers</td>
<td>• Programmable switches • High-speed interconnect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Graphics-processing units. 2 Field programmable gate arrays. 3 Static random access memory.

Source: McKinsey analysis

Our research revealed that AI-related semiconductors will see growth of about 18 percent annually over the next few years—five times greater than the rate for semiconductors used in non-AI applications (Exhibit 3). By 2025, AI-related semiconductors could account for almost 20 percent of all demand, which would translate into about $67 billion in revenue. Opportunities will emerge at both data centers and the edge. If this growth materializes as expected, semiconductor companies will be positioned to capture more value from the AI technology stack than they have obtained with previous innovations—about 40 to 50 percent of the total.

**AI will drive most growth in storage, but the best opportunities for value-creation lie in other segments**

We then took our analysis a bit further by looking at specific opportunities for semiconductor players within compute, memory, storage, and networking. For each area, we examined how hardware demand is evolving at both data centers and the edge. We also quantified the growth expected in each category except networking, where AI-related opportunities for value capture will be relatively small for semiconductor companies.
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Training and inference

All AI applications must be capable of training and inference. To understand the importance of these tasks, consider their role in helping self-driving cars avoid obstacles. During the training phase, developers present images to the neural net—for instance, those of dogs or pedestrians—and perform recognition tests. They then refine network parameters until the neural net displays high accuracy in visual detection. After the network has viewed millions of images and is fully trained, it enables recognition of dogs and pedestrians during the inference phase.

The cloud is an ideal location for training because it provides access to vast stores of data from multiple servers—and the more information an AI application reviews during training, the better its algorithm will become. Further, the cloud can reduce expenses because it allows graphics-processing units (GPUs) and other expensive hardware to train multiple AI models. Since training occurs intermittently on each model, capacity is not an issue.

With inference, AI algorithms handle less data but must generate responses more rapidly. A self-driving car doesn’t have time to send images to the cloud for processing once it detects an object in the road, nor do medical applications that evaluate critically ill patients have leeway when interpreting brain scans after a hemorrhage. And that makes the edge, or in-device computing, the best choice for inference.

Data-center usage. Most compute growth will stem from higher demand for AI applications at cloud-computing data centers. At these locations, GPUs are now used for almost all training applications. We expect that they will soon begin to lose market share to ASICs, until the compute market is about evenly divided between these solutions by 2025. As ASICs enter the market, GPUs will likely become more customized to meet the demands of DL. In addition to ASICs and GPUs, FPGAs will have a small role in future AI training, mostly for specialized data-center applications that must reach the market quickly or require customization, such as for prototyping new DL applications.

For inference, CPUs now account for about 75 percent of the market. They’ll lose ground to ASICs as DL applications gain traction. Again, we expect to see an almost equal divide in the compute market, with CPUs accounting for 50 percent of demand in 2025 and ASICs for 40 percent.

Edge applications. Most edge training now occurs on laptops and other personal computers, but more devices may begin recording data and playing a role in on-site training. For instance, drills used during oil and gas exploration generate data related to a well’s geological characteristics that could be used to train models. For accelerators, the training market is now evenly divided between CPUs and ASICs. In the future, however, we expect that ASICs built into systems on chips will account for 70 percent of demand. FPGAs will represent about 20 percent of demand and will be used for applications that require significant customization.

When it comes to inference, most edge devices now rely on CPUs or ASICs, with a few applications—such as autonomous cars—requiring GPUs. By 2025, we expect that ASICs will account for about 70 percent of the edge inference market and GPUs 20 percent.

Data-center usage. Most compute growth will stem from higher demand for AI applications at cloud-computing data centers. At these locations, GPUs are now used for almost all training applications. We expect that they will soon begin to lose market share to ASICs, until the compute market is about evenly divided between these solutions by 2025. As ASICs enter the market, GPUs will likely become more customized to meet the demands of DL. In addition to ASICs and GPUs, FPGAs will have a small role in future AI training, mostly for specialized data-center applications that must reach the market quickly or require customization, such as for prototyping new DL applications.

For inference, CPUs now account for about 75 percent of the market. They’ll lose ground to ASICs as DL applications gain traction. Again, we expect to see an almost equal divide in the compute market, with CPUs accounting for 50 percent of demand in 2025 and ASICs for 40 percent.

Edge applications. Most edge training now occurs on laptops and other personal computers, but more devices may begin recording data and playing a role in on-site training. For instance, drills used during oil and gas exploration generate data related to a well’s geological characteristics that could be used to train models. For accelerators, the training market is now evenly divided between CPUs and ASICs. In the future, however, we expect that ASICs built into systems on chips will account for 70 percent of demand. FPGAs will represent about 20 percent of demand and will be used for applications that require significant customization.

When it comes to inference, most edge devices now rely on CPUs or ASICs, with a few applications—such as autonomous cars—requiring GPUs. By 2025, we expect that ASICs will account for about 70 percent of the edge inference market and GPUs 20 percent.
That said, memory will see the lowest annual growth of the three accelerator categories—about 5 to 10 percent—because of efficiencies in algorithm design, such as reduced bit precision, as well as capacity constraints in the industry relaxing.

Most short-term memory growth will result from increased demand at data centers for the high-bandwidth DRAM required to run AI, ML, and DL algorithms. But over time, the demand for AI memory at the edge will increase—for instance, connected cars may need more DRAM.

Current memory is typically optimized for CPUs, but developers are now exploring new architectures. Solutions that are attracting more interest include the following:

Memory

AI applications have high memory-bandwidth requirements, since computing layers within deep neural networks must pass input data to thousands of cores as quickly as possible. Memory is required—typically dynamic random access memory (DRAM)—to store input data, weight model parameters, and perform other functions during both inference and training. Consider a model being trained to recognize the image of a cat. All intermediate results in the recognition process—for example, colors, contours, textures—need to reside on memory as the model fine-tunes its algorithms. Given these requirements, AI will create a strong opportunity for the memory market, with value expected to increase from $6.4 billion in 2017 to $12.0 billion in 2025.
Exhibit 4

The optimal compute architecture will vary by use case.

Example use-case analysis of importance

- **High-bandwidth memory (HBM).** This technology allows AI applications to process large data sets at maximum speed while minimizing power requirements. It allows DL compute processors to access a three-dimensional stack of memory through a fast connection called through-silicon via (TSV). AI chip leaders such as Google and Nvidia have adopted HBM as the preferred memory solution, although it costs three times more than traditional DRAM per gigabyte—a move that signals their customers are willing to pay for expensive AI hardware in return for performance gains.¹

- **On-chip memory.** For a DL compute processor, storing and accessing data in DRAM or other outside memory sources can take 100 times more time than memory on the same chip. When Google designed the tensor-processing unit (TPU), an ASIC specialized for AI, it included enough memory to store an entire model on the chip.² Start-ups such as Graphcore are also increasing on-chip memory capacity, taking it to

---

¹ Can use interfaces and data from earlier versions of the system.
² Graphics-processing unit.
³ Application-specific integrated circuit.
⁴ Central processing unit.
⁵ Field-programmable gate array.
Source: McKinsey analysis
Storage applications generate vast volumes of data—about 80 exabytes per year, which is expected to increase to 845 exabites by 2025. In addition, developers are now using more data in AI and DL training, which also increases storage requirements. These shifts could lead to annual growth of 25 to 30 percent from 2017 to 2025 for storage—the highest rate of all segments we examined. Manufacturers will increase their output of storage accelerators in response, with pricing dependent on supply staying in sync with demand.

Unlike traditional storage solutions that tend to take a one-size-fits-all approach across different use cases, AI solutions must adapt to changing needs—and those depend on whether an application is used for training or inference. For instance, AI training systems must store massive volumes of data as they refine their algorithms, but AI inference systems only store input data that might be useful in future training. Overall, demand for storage will be higher for AI training than inference.

One potential disruption in storage is new forms of non-volatile memory (NVM). New forms of NVM have characteristics that fall between traditional memory, such as DRAM, and traditional storage, such as NAND flash. They can promise higher density than DRAM, better performance than NAND, and better power consumption than both. These characteristics will enable new applications and allow NVM to substitute for DRAM and NAND in others. The market for these forms of NVM are currently small—representing about $1 billion to $2 billion in revenue over the next two years—but it is projected to account for more than $10 billion in revenue by 2025.
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Developers are investigating other options, including programmable switches that can route data in different directions. This capability will accelerate one of the most important training tasks: the need to resynchronize input weights among multiple servers whenever model parameters are updated. With programmable switches, resynchronization can occur almost instantly, which could increase training speed from two to ten times. The greatest performance gains would come with large AI models, which use the most servers.

Another option to improve networking involves using high-speed interconnections in servers. This technology can produce a threefold improvement in performance, but it’s also about 35 percent more expensive.

Semiconductor companies need new strategies for the AI market

It’s clear that opportunities abound, but success isn’t guaranteed for semiconductor players. To capture the value they deserve, they’ll need to focus on end-to-end solutions for specific industries (also called microvertical solutions), ecosystem development, and innovation that goes far beyond improving compute, memory, and networking technologies.

Customers will value end-to-end solutions for microverticals that deliver a strong return on investment

AI hardware solutions are only useful if they’re computing, we conducted a similar review, but we focused on determining the number of devices that were used for AI, rather than servers. By combining our insights for data centers and edge devices, we could estimate the potential value for semiconductor companies related to compute functions.

Networking

AI applications require many servers during training, and the number increases with time. For instance, developers only need one server to build an initial AI model and under 100 to improve its structure. But training with real data—the logical next step—could require several hundred. Autonomous-driving models require over 140 servers to reach 97 percent accuracy in detecting obstacles.

If the speed of the network connecting servers is slow—as is usually the case—it will cause training bottlenecks. Although most strategies for improving network speed now involve data-center hardware,
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Technology requirements across microverticals. In compute, by contrast, AI algorithm requirements may vary significantly. An edge accelerator in an autonomous car must process much different data from a language-translation application that relies on the cloud. Under these circumstances, companies cannot rely on other players to build other layers of the stack that will be compatible with their hardware.

Active participation in ecosystems is vital for success

Semiconductor players will need to create an ecosystem of software developers that prefer their hardware by offering products with wide appeal. In return, they’ll have more influence over design choices. For instance, developers who prefer a technology requirements across microverticals. In compute, by contrast, AI algorithm requirements may vary significantly. An edge accelerator in an autonomous car must process much different data from a language-translation application that relies on the cloud. Under these circumstances, companies cannot rely on other players to build other layers of the stack that will be compatible with their hardware.

Active participation in ecosystems is vital for success

Semiconductor players will need to create an ecosystem of software developers that prefer their hardware by offering products with wide appeal. In return, they’ll have more influence over design choices. For instance, developers who prefer a

Exhibit 6  The preferred architectures for compute are shifting in data centers and the edge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data-center architecture, %</th>
<th>Edge architecture, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC1</td>
<td>CPU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Application-specific integrated circuit.
2 Central processing unit.
3 Field programmable gate array.
4 Graphics-processing unit.

Source: Expert interviews; McKinsey analysis
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Within the AI technology stack, since TensorFlow is compatible with multiple compute accelerators.

Innovation is paramount and players must go up the stack

Many hardware players who want to enable AI innovation focus on improving the computation process. Traditionally, this strategy has involved offering optimized compute accelerators or streamlining paths between compute and data through innovations in memory, storage, and networking. But hardware players should go beyond these steps and seek other forms of innovation by going up the stack. For example, AI-based facial-recognition systems for secure authentication on smartphones were enabled by specialized software and a 3-D sensor that projects thousands of invisible dots to capture a geometric map of a user’s face. Because these dots are much easier to process than several millions of pixels from cameras, these authentication systems work in a fraction of a second and don’t interfere with the user experience. Hardware companies could also think about how sensors or other innovative technologies can enable emerging AI use cases.

Semiconductor companies must define their AI strategy now

Semiconductor companies that are first movers in the AI space will be more likely to attract and retain customers and ecosystem partners—and that could prevent later entrants from attaining a leading position in the market. With both major technology players and start-ups launching independent efforts in the AI hardware space now, the window of opportunity for staking a claim will rapidly shrink over the next few years. To establish a strong strategy now, they should focus on three questions:

- Where to play? The first step to creating a focused strategy involves identifying the target industry microverticals and AI use cases. At the most basic level, this involves estimating the size of the opportunity within different verticals,
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as well as the particular pain points that AI solutions could eliminate. On the technical side, companies should decide if they want to focus on hardware for data centers or the edge.

● How to play? When bringing a new solution to market, semiconductor companies should adopt a partnership mind-set, since they might gain a competitive edge by collaborating with established players within specific industries. They should also determine what organizational structure will work best for their business. In some cases, they might want to create groups that focus on certain functions, such as R&D, for all industries. Alternatively, they could dedicate groups to select microverticals, allowing them to develop specialized expertise.

● When to play? Many companies might be tempted to jump into the AI market, since the cost of being a follower is high, particularly with DL applications. Further, barriers to entry will rise as industries adopt specific AI standards and expect all players to adhere to them. While rapid entry might be the best approach for some companies, others might want to take a more measured approach that involves slowly increasing their investment in select microverticals over time.

The AI and DL revolution gives the semiconductor industry the greatest opportunity to generate value that it has had in decades. Hardware can be the differentiator that determines whether leading-edge applications reach the market and grab attention. As AI advances, hardware requirements will shift for compute, memory, storage, and networking—and that will translate into different demand patterns. The best semiconductor companies will understand these trends and pursue innovations that help take AI hardware to a new level. In addition to benefiting their bottom line, they’ll also be a driving force behind the AI applications transforming our world.